Enterprise
Easy, reliable and lightningfast document composition &
workflow at your fingertips

Paris Enterprise is the flagship production-strength document composition and distribution solution from XLPrint - used by thousands of customers across more than 55
countries, producing billions of pages a year on production and distributed devices and electronically. Paris Enterprise is robust and fast, designed from the ground up for
high-speed, high-volume, high-reliability document production and distribution around the clock. Paris Enterprise drives monochrome, highlight color and full color print
devices at optimum speed for all transaction and variable data printing applications. Paris Enterprise allows you to completely automate and manage your document
work-flows, including both print output and multi-channel delivery.
Designing and Delivering Transaction Communications:
The Paris document composition and workflow solution, by XLPrint,
continues a history of innovation and leadership in the world of document
composition and workflow solutions for transaction communications. It is a
powerful, simple to use middle-ware solution sitting between your
enterprise application and your preferred delivery channel, be that print, or
digital.
What are Transaction Communications?
Transaction communications are data-driven documents produced and
required by business processes to facilitate and communicate a transaction.

Common examples are invoices, statements, letters and forms however they
can also include process-oriented documents like labels, delivery-notes,
checks, prescriptions and more.
Who Needs Paris?
Whether you need to redesign your statements, print prescriptions on plain
paper, email insurance policies, or develop a bespoke document workflow,
Paris will meet all your transaction communication needs today and in the
future.
Paris is an open-architecture system that allows companies to produce and
maintain any type of data-driven transaction communication.

Trusted by Fortune 1000 customers, healthcare organizations, governments
and education institutions in more than 50 countries around the world, Paris
is here to make your life a whole lot easier!
How Does Paris Integrate Into Your Business?
Enterprise applications and business systems are notoriously complex and
difficult to change.
Paris sits between these and your desired delivery channels to take the
burden of document composition and workflow off these applications.
Paris allows you to easily create and modify your transaction communication
documents and then ensures high-speed composition and delivery of these
documents to any channel, be it digital or print.

Design:
A truly “What you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG) editor allows you to
graphically lay out and manipulate both data and form elements at the same
time for quick and accurate development and maintenance of print
applications. Page through sample data files for real-time proofing with a
100% accurate representation of the ultimate output.
Design once for any destination. The Paris Designer allows you to design print
applications independently of the device making it easy to distribute the
resulting documents to any distributed or production class device as well as
to digital.

Output:
Paris will print to any device at optimum speed - including PostScript, HP-PCL,
VPS, PDF and GDI. Unlike many tools on the market, Paris is designed to print
transaction applications anywhere, from low speed, distributed printers,
through to high-speed production equipment.
Automatically deliver perfect electronic PDF or TIFF copies via email or to
your document management system including meta-data for EDI and
indexing for filing.
e-Delivery:
Generated by the same Engine that produces the print-ready output,
electronic output from Paris is guaranteed to be an exact copy. Output as
searchable PDF or as a TIFF image then have Paris automatically deliver these
documents via email, pushed to your self-service portal, or uploaded to your
Document Management System.
Extract the document's meta-data during composition to add value such as
index information, address information, or transactional data. Use the
extracted meta-data to power new workflows or EDI data interface
processes.
Automation:
Paris workflow definitions allow you to define any number of automated
workflows. Trigger input events from watched-folders, TCP-IP LPD and more.
Output to any physical printer including PostScript, HP-PCL, Windows GDI
and more. Deliver electronic copies via email or to your Document
Trigger scheduled actions based on the day and time or on the presence of
certain documents. Apply document actions such as mail optimization,
merges, sorts and filters. Apply custom processing using scripts to
manipulate the input data. Apply composition rules according to events in
the data. Manage print jobs and devices from anywhere.
Manage:
The Paris Spooler's operator interface can be accessed securely from
anywhere via a web browser for monitoring and maintenance of the Paris
document workflows and output devices. Configure user profiles and access
levels to enable view-only, job and printer control or full administrator level
The Paris printer-independent philosophy ensures that operators can move
print jobs from one device to another without concern. Operators can
remotely pause, restart, move and delete jobs through a simple, responsive
user interface available through any browser with no need to install
software.
Transform:
The Paris Converter module allows you to convert legacy LCDS resources
such as Forms, Fonts, Images and Logos as well as Job Definitions. Resources
are converted into generic Paris resources meaning that they can be
maintained and enhanced in Paris.
Paris can consume your legacy LCDS print streams meaning that there is no
need to change your existing processes. Embedded DJDEs are interpreted on
the fly and output to any device for a true printer independent solution to
your LCDS migration.
Paris Enterprise Modules:
Paris Enterprise is a suite of connected modules that combine to provide a
true end-to-end document production system.
The Paris Enterprise Designer is where you create and modify your electronic
Forms and Environments in a truly "what you see is what you get"
(WYSIWYG) experience. See and manipulate real data and forms at the same
time with precision. See the result of changes immediately, no need for code
and no need to recompile code. Import existing PDF Forms or copy/paste
text from Microsoft Word® and other documents for quick development of
new applications.

The Paris Enterprise Spooler is the Workflow "hub" of your document
production system. The Paris Enterprise Spooler may be run as a fully
automated and secure Windows Service or as an application. Configure the
Paris Enterprise Spooler and manage printers and jobs remotely through the
secure web console. The Paris Enterprise Spooler allows you to manage
many different input sources and destinations at once, giving you complete
control over your entire document work-flow. Connect to your host via TCPIP LPD or "hot folders". Configure any number of input sources and define
their total work-flow including their formatting rules and destinations. Define
any number of destinations for a truly distributed solution including optional
email, fax and archive.
Use Paris Define and Paris ReDefine to work with CSV and XML data files.
The Barcode function allows you to calculate and print any linear and 2D
barcode including the QR barcode.
Use the Resource Manager to distribute and backup your Paris Enterprise
applications and resources for instant version control.
Use the optional Paris Enterprise Electronic Document Output (EDO)
module to email, fax and archive perfect electronic copies, as PDF or TIFF,
automatically from Paris Enterprise.
Migrate legacy LCDS applications and resources using the Paris Enterprise
Converter tool. Edit and add value to these legacy applications with color,
unlimited fonts, graphics, charts and much more.
The Paris Enterprise suite of modules employ technology that is robust,
proven, optimized and efficient. It is used by thousands of customers over 55
countries producing billions of paper and electronic documents each year.
Features at a glance:
WYSIWYG Designer (Data and Form).
Spooler Runs as a Service.
Remote (web) access to manage and administer.
Dynamic Column Formatting.
Runtime Events (DJDEs).
Dynamic Transactional Color (Highlight and Full).
Barcodes including QR.
Data-driven Charts.
Page Overflow logic.
Relative Positioning (floating and resizing objects).
Form-Change Events.
Tray-Change Events.
Page Definition-Change Events.
Lookup Tables.
Field Calculations.
Data and Text Formatting.
Page Events.
Dynamic Data-Driven Graphics.
Uses Windows Graphics and Fonts.
Copy-Sensitive Processing.
Intelligent Duplexing.
Device-Specific Features.
Intelligent Back-Forms.
Data-Driven Emailing.
Data-Driven Faxing.
Data-Driven Generic Archive (PDF or TIFF).
Data-Driven DocuShare Archiving.
Large Fonts for Signs and Banners.
Variable Paper Sizes.
OMR Printing.
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